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   e.g.     bus                buses                              fox               foxes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cross                           atlas                         witch 

 

box                              kiss                          flash 

 

gas                             wish                         catch 

 

fox                           church                        potato 

 

 

 

 

 

We add ‘es’ to words that end in  

        s, ss, ch, sh,  x and o 

to make them plural. 

Read and write the words below again so that they 

mean more than one (plural). 

Think about how you would use them. 

Write down the rule about adding ‘es’ to 

words to make them plural. 
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1. There are six class in our school. 

2. The dress were hanging on the rail in the cupboard. 

3. People were buying bunch of flowers from the shop. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Peter and Gordon sat on the bench

 

 in the park. 

5.  Mum put a dish

 

 of vegetables on the table. 

6.  There is a box

 

 of old toys in the loft. 

7.  I am going to have a jacket potato

 

 for tea tonight. 

 

Draw a circle round the words that 

need an ‘es’ to make them plural. 

Write these sentences again so 

that the underlined words 

mean more than one (plural.) 

Tip: you will also need to 

change other words to 

make the sentence correct. 
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cross   crosses                   atlas   atlases                     witch    witches 

box     boxes                     kiss    kisses                       flash     flashes 

gas     gases                     wish   wishes                      catch    catches 

fox      foxes                     church   churches                potato   potatoes  
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1. There are six class in our school. 

2. The dress were hanging on the rail in the cupboard. 

3. People were buying bunch of flowers from the shop. 

 

4. Peter and Gordon sat on the benches

5.  Mum put 

 in the park. 

dishes

6.  There are 

 of vegetables on the table. 

boxes

7.  I am going to have jacket 

 of old toys in the loft. 

potatoes

(Other changes will also be correct e.g. some dishes, two boxes, several jacket potatoes etc.) 

 for tea tonight. 

 

 


